WHAT WE DO

Century Match™

We use our unique database of Landowners and perspective Producers to make a long term connection based on the criteria for your family’s farm.

Land & Relationship Management

We use an unbiased approach to help facilitate fair lease arrangements for the long term benefit of you and your Landowner-Producer relationship.

Real Estate Services

Our land professional can assist you whether you are selling land, adding to your operation by acquiring more land, coordination of tax free exchanges, and farmer lease-backs.

Consulting Services

We also offer expertise in other areas such as Young Farmer programs, financial analysis, and succession planning to help with your farm’s transition to the next generation.

OUR MISSION

Our mission is to be the strongest possible advocate for you and your family farm.

70% of family farms will change hands over the next 15 years. -USDA

Many of these will transition to a generation that did not grow up on the farm or operate it themselves. We connect Landowners to Producers who will operate the land as if it were their own.

Preserving the family farm – 1 Landowner, 1 Producer and 1 Farm at a time
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What makes Next Gen Ag Advocates Different & Unique?

We combined our 80 years of experience from different phases of the industry to develop the vision for Next Generation Ag Advocates.

It is estimated that nearly 70% of family farms will transition in one form or another over the next 15 to 20 years. Our Century Match Program was developed to specifically address this major generational shift that has begun in Agriculture.

Whether you are a Landowner or Producer, we can help. This makes us different.

Whether you are the retiring generation or the new, we can help. This makes us unique.

Our vision is to truly be your advocate to preserve another generation of farmland owners and producers. This makes us Next Generation Ag Advocates.

Where do you need help?

In addition to our Century Match program, we offer a new and unbiased approach to help facilitate fair and long term lease arrangements, among other services, to both Landowners & Producers. Our format is flexible so we address the specific areas you need help with.

What are the payment options for Next Gen?

Our pricing structure is a simple flat fee/acre. This can be paid by the Landlord, the Producer, or our flexible format allows it to be split between both parties. What better way to cultivate a long term relationship if both parties are in it together.

Once we determine the scope of services you need help with, we will build a custom package delivering you the right product at the right price.

Our vision for Next Generation Ag Advocates is to deliver you a platform that will support a fair, long term relationship for multiple generations—1 Landowner, 1 Producer and 1 Farm at a time.

CONTACT US

Long Grove Office
28140 162nd Ave
Long Grove, IA 52756

Lisbon Office
940 Hwy 30 W
Lisbon, IA 52253
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